
Lean & 

Agile with 

Scrum

Big Ideas

Values

Potential shippable product increment

Cross Function teams of multi learning team members who do everything

NOT

Project Manager

Master of the universe

Team lead
Manager
Ass hole

Performance Reviewer

Individuals and interactions OVER process 
and tools

Working Software OVER 
comprehensive documentation

Customer Collaboration OVER 
contract negotiations

Responding to Change OVER 
following a plan

The release is steered directly by the business side Product owner, not the PM

Technical Debt and learning/improvement debt are side-effects of the traditional 
contact game in while "responsibility for the release" is shifted to the technology team

12 Principles

Customer satisfaction is our top priority

We welcome changing requirements

We deliver working software frequently

Tight couple between business and tech

Build projects around motivated individuals

Face-to-face is the most effective communication 
method

Working software is the primary measure of 
progress

Sustainable pace of software development. Don't 
burn yourself out

Continuous attention to technical excellence.  Don't 
be sloppy

Simplicity- the art of maximizing the art of work NOT 
done
The best architectures emerge from self organizing 
teams

Reflective, continuously improving teams

Steps to scrum 
adoption

step 1 - Separate groups are dissolved and 
members PERMANENTLY join LONG lived teams.

step 2 - New "team members" do multilearning 
and work on secondary/tertiary specialty.  

note: team members DO have primary and 
secondary skills

note: the goal is the get the ball across the goal 
line and to go where the ball is.

scrum implies no separate groups of

BA's

arechitects 

interaction and UX design

DBA

testing/QA

documentation

Self-organizing (managing) team

Concurrent engineering

Origins(1993)

The New, New Product 
Development Game (HBR 1986)

Lean Thinking (Toyota way)

Iterative development, Time boxes

Lean Principles

Go see and help

Zero Quality Control

Visual Management (w/Physical tokens)

Minimal Viable Product

Concurrent Engineering, not mini 
waterfalls

Scrum 
Terminology

Initial Product Backlog 
Refinement = Release planning

Vision

All release requirements 
at a high level

10% of all requirements 
analysed in detail

estimate for "all" 
requirements 

Estimate of release date, 
value cost

Sprint

Choose Sprint by High Value + Low effort

Attack risk (attack risk (fairly Early)

Time boxed (e.g. 2 Weeks)

Quality is not a control variable

Once the work of a scrum has started for 
a sprint ,it may not be changed or 
expanded by external stakeholders.  The 
work may be reduced

The product owner may terminate a 
sprint at any time, and then must start all 
scrum events over

Definition of Done.

Undone work

Make the decision of done 
visible to the PO

Before Sprint 1, define 
"Done"

After the sprint planning 
meeting 1 review 
Definition of done

Only show done items at 
the sprint review

scrum master is 
responsible for objectively 
confirming this

Improve at Sprint 
retrospective

Release Sprint
Is done in a

Scrum Roles
Scrum 

Meetings

Product Owner

Scrum Master

Feature Team

Sprint Planning 
Part 1

Sprint Planning 
Part 2

Daily Scrum

Product Backlog 
Refinement

Sprint Review

Sprint 
Retrospective

Scrum 
Artefacts

Product Backlog

Sprint Backlog

PSPI

Defines features of product, decides release date & content

Is responsible for the ROI

Prioritises features based on market value

Can change features and priority every Sprint

Accepts or rejects work results

Ensures team is fully functional & productive

Enables close cooperation across all roles and functions and removes 
barriers

Shields the team from crap

Ensures that the process is well understood and followed

Cross Functional, +-7

Has the right to do everything within the boundaries of the 
product groups guideless to reach Sprint goal

Self organizing

Reviews work results with Product Owner

Used to “throwing the project over the wall”  and holding tech 
responsible.  Scrum puts the responsibility back on the PO through 

the inspect and adapt and the sprint review.

Not used to working as a team and creating great 
quality code, and learning from each other.  

4 obstacles

The TYRANNY of the waterfall

the illusion of command and control

the belief in magic

the era of opacity

3 Legs of scrum

Inspect

Transparency

Adapt

Initial Product Backlog Creation2-5 Days

Full Scrum team

PO prepares before
PO offers wish list of items

Team selects tentative items from the wish list

review/confirm def. of done.

Time boxed 2 hours

Time boxed

SM & Team

Decide all or subset of wish list

create Sprint Backlog

choice of starting tasks for members?

Number of items are 
selected from the PBL are up 

to the team

Items are a forecast and not 
a commitment

Larman 
Tips

Use visual and tactile tools, 
no software

Magic whiteboard is awesome

Tear the post it horizontally 
and NOT vertically

Don't use software.  SBL and burn 
down are tools for the team and 

not the manager.

Software reinforces 
command and control

One poster per item
Tasks to realize itemsEstimated in time on task person-hours 

of effort (1-8)

Tip: Use different colour for late 
discovered tasks

Any team member can updateAvoid scrum master updating

Members volunteer

Ideally choose 1 task

Update daily with new estimate for work remaining

During the actual 
sprint

Keep WIP low, deliver value fast

The whole team is working together on one item at a 
time, until it is done

"team is scrumming"

"whole team together"

Not status report to a manager or scrum manager

not conducted by the Scrum Master

Only for the team!

Usually about 5-10% of each sprint, for 
future sprints

Whole team + SME's

Activities
Splitting

Estimation

detailed analyses

Inputs

Product backlog

Previous Sprint PSPI

Current Business Conditions & Technology

Time boxed (1 hour/week)
Presentation of product backlog goals, and what was 
actually completed.  Review DOD

Demo of new functionality-ONLY WHAT IS DONE

Test Results

Feedback

Updates to the PB and new priorities

What helped the team

What got in the way of the aim

What are the teams recommendation for the next sprint

Business state/issues

Hands-on use of the system by the stakeholders

Prep

Clarify with the PO what aspects of the 
items are most interesting to play with.

Limit prep to a very small effort

Scrum smell: Long preparation need

45minutes per week

experiment with ways of working, team building

Review is inspect & adapt of product; retrospective is 
the inspect and adapt of the "process"

facilitated by SM

PO/Others are optional(team decides)

Continues improvement is the top priority

Team does not seek permission to self improve

"Stop and Fix" take precedence

100% Allocated to a feature at a time

Ideally, co-located

Stable and long lived (3 years together)

No separate architecture team.  Arch and design done within the team

Team does not contain a sub team(Testing, ba)

No part time members, or a person that serves multiple teams

Serves PO and no one else

No special titles, only team member

Work on a business feature not a components

Rules

One person

Owns/maintains product backlog

Can be influenced by others, but is only person 
prioritizes

Must maintain product backlog and Release burn down 
chart

Must attend sprint planning p1 and review

Must "be available" for quick feedback during Sprint 
planning p2

Must provide SME for PBR

Rules: There is no Program or project manager, the PO 
directs the team directly

Teaching PO how to maximize ROI and meet their objective through 
scrum

Improving lives of the team by facilitating creativity and empowerment

Improving productivity of the team anyway possible

Improving the practices and tools so each increment of functionality is 
potentially shippable

Team should decide who they hire as their scrum master

Team should have the authority to fire the scrum master

at sprint review, has responsibility to know and communicate (when PO 
asks) if the product Backlog items meet the DOD

Verbal Behaviours for 
the SM

Valid questions for 
the SM

How is the team
How is the PO

How are the engineering practices
How is the org

I noticed <situation>, what shall we do?
I observed<situation>, is that important?

I feel <feeling>, do you share that?

What do you think we should do?
What should I do?

List of Functionality

Emergence, ordered, estimated

More detail on higher priority backlog

One list for multiple teams

Product owner responsible for order
Contains MAJOR infrastructure improvements (add test automation to legacy 

systems)

DEEP: Detailed appropriately (more near the top) Estimated, Emergent, Prioritized
Release Burn 
down chart

MVP

Scrumming

Waste of overproduction

HTTP://www.ahmadfahmy.com
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